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The Wiesbaden-Mainz-Bingen area around Wiesbaden and.New health guidelines at the G-Star Raw vegan chain could be bad news for vegetarians and vegans. The company recently put out a set of dietary guidelines that ask customers to go vegan, but the guidelines are about as rigid as a cashmere sweater — saying nothing about how to
make sure your diet is "healthy," or "nutritious," or even ethical. "G-Star Raw's new dietary guidelines are more guide than instruction," Ali Keshavarzian, a vegan chef and founder of the Cookbook Collectiv, told BuzzFeed News. "They are very vague and are focused on their PR and franchise growth, not on wellness, nutrition, or promoting
plant based eating." Other than encouraging customers to "eat a little less meat and dairy," the guidelines do not say anything about how to create a nutritious, delicious vegan diet. Some vegans find this especially disappointing, as vegan eating can be a lot more than choosing plant-based foods and limiting your intake of dairy and meat.
Many vegans eat the same foods as other healthy, nonvegan eaters, but that shouldn't be an issue for G-Star Raw, considering they've sold thousands of veggie burgers since their first store opened in 2002. But some vegans, like Keshavarzian, say the guidelines provide no guidance at all. "I love the G-Star Raw franchise, and they have some
great vegan options. But it is clear that they are not interested in spreading a vegetarian lifestyle or promoting plant based eating," Keshavarzian told BuzzFeed News. "If they are concerned with customer retention and sustainability, they should hold off on these guidelines and market toward a more healthy, sustainable lifestyle." G-Star Raw
issued a statement to BuzzFeed News saying that the guidelines were not designed to make vegan cooking easier. "To reiterate, G- 6d1f23a050
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